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Interobserver variability in assessing treatment response of  
hepatocellular carcinoma to transarterial chemoembolization:

 A comparative study of LIRADS TR and mRECIST 
criteria in South America

Abstract

Introduction: Hepatocarcinoma (HCC) is a major cause of world-
wide morbidity and mortality. Transarterial chemoebolization 
(TACE) is a frequent management strategy in cases of unresectabil-
ity. The imaging response assessment to treatment is complex and 
there are different strategies that are not universal and whose per-
formance has not been compared. In Latin America there are no 
studies regarding the interobserver agreement, and in the world it 
is an issue that has not yet been clarified.

Objective: To determine the interobserver agreement in the as-
sessment of LIRADS and mRECIST after chemoembolization in pa-
tients with hepatocarcinoma.

Methodology: A random retrospective sampling of patients 
with cirrhosis and HCC who underwent chemoembolization be-
tween 2012 and 2022 was carried out. The selected sample 
(20/358) was clinically characterized. Two masked radiologists 
with experience in oncology analyzed pre- and post-treatment im-
ages and determined the number of lesions, index lesion size, pre-
treatment LIRADS, post-treatment LIRADS, and mRECIST. Statistical 
analysis was performed to compare results.

Results: The main etiology of cirrhosis was cryptogenic (40%), 
followed by non-alcoholic (35%). The number of lesions, index le-
sion size, and pretreatment LIRADS were similar between the 2 ra-
diologists (p-value 0.91, 0.067, and 1, respectively). Interobserver 
agreement for pretreatment LIRADS was 94% (Kappa value 0.80), 
posttreatment LIRADS was 75% (Kappa value 0.33), and mRECIST 
was 60% (Kappa value 0.47).

Conclusions: Interobserver agreement in pre-treatment LIRADS 
is GOOD. In LIRADS post treatment it is WEAK. In mRECIST it is 
MODERATE. Strategies are required to improve the interobserver 
agreement of the post-treatment LIRADS.
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Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) represents the fifth most 
common neoplasm in the world and is the third leading cause 
of cancer-related death after lung and gastric carcinomas [1]. As 
a result, various therapeutic approaches have been developed 
that vary according to clinical staging and imaging. Transarte-
rial chemoembolization (TACE), using Lipiodol, involves the di-
rect administration of chemotherapeutic agents into the tumor 
through arterial infusion, guided by digital substraction angiog-
raphy (DSA). It has been established as a minimally invasive op-
tion for the treatment of unresectable HCC, whether in a pallia-
tive manner or as a bridge pre-transplant therapy [2].

Different imaging-based criteria for assessing treatment re-
sponse have been developed. They include mRECIST (modified 
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors), EASL (European 
Association for the Study of the Liver), and LIRADS TR (Liver Im-
aging Reporting and Data System Treatment Response). Each 
one has its advantages and limitations, nevertheless, to date, 
there is no global consensus on which criteria offer the best per-
formance in terms of histopathological correlation, prognosis, 
and other important variables such as interobserver agreement 
[3]. This is particularly relevant considering the recent introduc-
tion in 2017 of the LIRADS TR criteria, which from our experi-
ence, are not yet widely applied in our setting. 

Unlike previous criteria, LIRADS TR includes an equivocal cat-
egory and additional findings beyond arterial phase enhance-
ment, such as washout and enhancement similar to pre-treat-
ment [4]. Previous studies assessing the performance of LIRADS 
TR after TACE have yielded variable results [5-7]. However, to 
our knowledge, they have not been extensively compared with 
other strategies, and such studies are lacking in Latin America. 
In this regard, the purpose of this study is to conduct a pilot test 
to assess interobserver variability in the evaluation of treatment 
response with TACE in patients with hepatic cirrhosis and HCC, 
using the mRECIST and LIRADS TR criteria in a high-complexity 
reference center. This will enable the future development of 
projects aimed at enhancing the interpretation performance 
of these images. Although mRECIST is intended to evaluate the 
overall tumor burden at a per-patient level, it was used as a per-
lesion criterion in our study [8].

Materials and methods

A database was created for all adult patients who underwent 
TACE by searching for the procedure code in the electronic med-
ical record system of a level four hospital in Cali, Colombia, in 
the period between January 2012 and December 2022, result-
ing in a total of 358 patients. A random sampling was conducted 
for this pilot study, selecting 20 patients with a diagnosis, either 
pathological or through imaging, of cirrhosis and HCC who had 
undergone invasive therapy with TACE. The patients were re-
quired to have abdominal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
with dynamic post-contrast acquisitions adhering to the techni-
cal standards of the LIRADS 2018 group, performed before and 
after treatment. The follow-up images were taken between 2 
and 9 months after the treatment.

Demographic and hepatopathy characterization was per-
formed, including etiology, staging, use of sorafenib, and blood 

chemistry. This data was obtained retrospectively from medical 
records. The post-treatment images were analyzed retrospec-
tively in the institutional Picture Archiving and Communication 
System (AGFA_PACS) by two radiologists with expertise in on-
cology (a general radiologist with 15 years of experience and a 
radiologist with a fellowship in oncology imaging). These radi-
ologists, masked to the clinical characteristics, patient history, 
and previous image interpretations, determined various param-
eters for each case including the number of lesions, maximum 
size of the treated lesion, pre-treatment LIRADS category, post-
treatment LIRADS TR category, and post-treatment mRECIST 
category. The study was approved by the institutional ethics 
committee, in accordance with national and international regu-
lations.

Note: The mRECIST strategy is typically used to objectify 
treatment response globally and includes quantifying the total 
tumor burden (all lesions compatible with hepatocellular carci-
noma). However, in our study, it was applied only to the index 
lesion treated with TACE to facilitate comparison with LIRADS 
TR, which assesses lesions independently.

Statistical analysis: A descriptive statistical analysis was con-
ducted. Continuous variables were expressed as either mean 
and standard deviation or median and interquartile range. The 
comparison of medians was performed using the Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test. Categorical variables were presented as pro-
portions, and the comparison between them was carried out 
using either the Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test, depend-
ing on the case.

To assess the agreement between raters, the kappa coeffi-
cient was calculated and interpreted as follows: poor (<0.20), 
weak (0.21-0.40), moderate (0.41-0.60), good (0.61-0.80), and 
very good (0.81-1). Statistical significance was defined as a p-
value less than 0.05. For the data analysis, STATA 14.0 software 
was used.

Results 

A total of 358 patients underwent TACE between January 
2012 and December 2021. A random sample of 20 patients 
meeting inclusion criteria was selected, their clinical and demo-
graphic characteristics are detailed in Table 1. Among them, 17 
(85%) were male and 3 (15%) were female, with a mean age 
of 68.1 years. The most common etiology of liver disease was 
cryptogenic (40%), followed by non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 
(NASH, 35%). Notably, viral etiology was observed in only 1 pa-
tient (5%). Most patients were categorized as Child-Pugh class A 
(85%) and Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer stage B (85%).

The evaluation of pre-treatment images is detailed in Table 
2. It did not show significant differences between the two ra-
diologists (p>0.05). The interobserver agreement for pre-treat-
ment LIRADS assessment was 94.7% with a kappa coefficient of 
0.8081, categorized as good.

In the assessment of post-treatment images, the discrepancy 
increased as described in Table 3. The interobserver agreement 
for treatment response assessment using LIRADS TR was 75%, 
with a kappa coefficient of 0.3333, categorized as weak. The in-
terobserver agreement using mRECIST was 60%, with a kappa 
coefficient of 0.477, categorized as moderate. 
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However, both radiologists concurred in detecting a sig-
nificant decrease in the maximum diameter of the treated le-
sion: radiologist 1 quantified an average decrease of 31.7% (p 
0.0247), and radiologist 2 measured a decrease of 40.6% (p 
0.0093) (Figure 1).

 
Figure 1: Maximum lesion diameter before and after receiving 
TACE therapy, quantified by each radiologist.

Figure 2: A 74-year-old male with hepatic cirrhosis and HCC under-
went TACE. Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imag-
ing was performed. Pre-treatment image in the late arterial phase 
(A) shows a mass in segment IVa with arterial enhancement higher 
than the hepatic parenchyma, and washout in venous phases (not 
shown), consistent with hepatocellular carcinoma. The follow-up 
image taken 3 months after TACE exhibits faint rim enhancement 
in late arterial phase (B), findings indicative of a non-viable tumor 
(LR-TR non-viable using LIRADS. Complete response using mRE-
CIST).

Table 1: Clinical and demographic baseline.

n (20) %

Identification data

Age* 68.1 ± 7.4

Gender

Female 3 15

Male 17 85

Underlying disease data

Etiology of liver disease

Alcohol 3 15

NASH 7 35

Cryptogenic 8 40

Viral 1 5

Other 1 5

Child-Pugh

A 17 85

B 3 15

BCLC

A 3 15

B 17 85

Use of sorafenib

No 16 80

Yes 4 20

Laboratory tests prior to the First TACE

AFP (ng/ml) 15.72 (4.895 - 97.5)

Albumina (gr/dl) 3.64 (3.34 - 4.04)

Bilirrubina (mg/dl) 1.18 (0.51 - 1.57)

Creatinina (mg/dl) 0.89 (0.74 - 1.065)

PT 14.2 (13.25 - 15.1)

PTT 33.1 (28.9 - 34.6)

INR 1.16 (1.02 - 1.32)

AST (IU/L) 52.1 (33.1 - 69.6)

ALT (IU/L) 44.95 (28.9 - 57.35)

Radiologist 1 Radiologist 2 P value

Number of lesions 1 (1 - 1) 1.5 (1 - 3) 0,067

Maximum diameter (mm) 42.5 (33 - 55) 43 (31 - 60) 0,9129

LIRADS

LR-4 2 3

1LR-5 17 16

LR-M 1 0

No data 0 1  

Average ± standard deviation. **Median (IQR). AFP: Alpha-feto-
protein. INR: International normalised ratio. NASH: Non-Alcoholic Ste-
atoHepatitis. PT: Prothrombin time. PTT: Partial thromboplastin time. 
TACE: Transarterial Chemoembolization.

Table 2: Pre-TACE imaging features.

TACE: Transarterial chemoebolization; LIRADS: Liver Imaging Re-
porting and Data System

Table 3: Pos del TACE  imaging features.

Radiologist 1 Radiologist 2 P value

Number of lesions 1 (1 - 1) 2 (1 - 2) 0,0271

Maximum diameter (mm)** 29 (25 - 38) 25.5 (19 - 31) 0,1562

LIRADS  

LR-TR Nonviable 6 2

0,235LR-TR viable 14 17

LR-TR equivocal 0 1

mRECIST  

SD 3 9

0,246
PD 5 3

CR 4 3

PR 8 5

TACE: Transarterial chemoebolization; LIRADS: Liver Imaging Re-
porting and Data System; mRECIST: modifi ed Response Evaluati on Cri- mRECIST: modified Response Evaluation Cri-
teria in Solid Tumors; CR: Complete response; PR: Partial response; SD: 
Stable disease; PD: progressive disease.
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Discussion

In this study, the LIRADS TR and mRECIST criteria were com-
pared. The mRECIST defines viable tumor based solely on late 
arterial enhancement [9], while LIRADS additionally includes 
assessment of washout and enhancement similar to the pre-
treatment image [4] (Figure 2). According to our study, the as-
sessment of post-TACE treatment response in HCC is complex 
regardless of the criteria used. We demonstrated that the in-
terobserver agreement between two radiologists to establish 
tumor viability in magnetic resonance imaging is weak when us-
ing LIRADS TR and moderate when using mRECIST. 

The interobserver agreement for LIRADS TR has been stud-
ied independently (not compared to mRECIST). Bartnik et al., 
found moderate agreement when using computed tomography 
(Kappa 0.70), especially in the nonviable tumor category (kappa 
0.80) [10]. Abdelrahman et al., reported almost perfect interob-Abdelrahman et al., reported almost perfect interob-interob-
server agreement for arterial phase hyperenhancement, wash-
out, enhancement similar to pretreatment and DWI findings in 
all treated HCCs, when using MRI (kappa 0.815, 0.837, 0.826 
and 0.81 respectively) [11].

Only two studies have compared the performance of LIRADS 
TR and mRECIST at the same time, however, they included pa-
tients with different kinds of loco-regional treatmen. Seo et 
al., noted better performance when using mRECIST (good) vs 
LIRADS TR (moderate) (kappa coefficient 0.713 vs 0.560, respec-
tively) [8], highlighting better performance of both criteria in 
computed tomography (k 0.800 vs 0.693, respectively). In the 
article by Bae et al., LIRADS TR showed substantial agreement 
for both CT (kappa: 0.69) and HBA-enhanced MRI (kappa 0.69); 
mRECIST also demonstrated substantial interobserver agree-
ment for viable tumors with both CT (Kappa 0.74) and HBA-
enhanced MRI (kappa, 0.64) [12].

Nevertheless, LIRADS TR has achieved high specificity and 
moderate sensitivity in the detection of viable tumor post-TACE 
with histopathological correlation, being non inferior when 
compared to mRECIST [13]. This finding confirms its robust-
ness as an algorithm. Therefore, we consider that likely the ob-
tained interobserver variability results are due to its relatively 
recent introduction to the radiological lexicon, and that future 
prospective studies with a larger number of patients may dem-
onstrate better performance. On the other hand, as secondary 
outcomes, we were able to demonstrate good interobserver 
agreement in the assessment of pre-treatment LIRADS and ad-
equate correlation in quantifying the reduction in tumor size 
post-TACE, results that have already been widely reported in 
other studies [14-16].

Finally, the clinical characterization in this study showed that 
the primary etiology of hepatic cirrhosis in our patients is cryp-
togenic (40%), different from what is described in other coun-
tries in the region where viral cirrhosis (20-37%), alcohol-relat-
ed cirrhosis (21.5-70%), or NASH (5-45%) prevail [17-19]. There 
is even national variability; Lara et al., demonstrated that the 
main etiology is alcoholic (45%) followed by Hepatitis C (15.7%) 
[20]. These findings could be due to the fact that our institution 
is a local reference hospital where complex pathologies prevail.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the interpretation of pre-treatment HCC im-
ages showed consistency among radiologists. Post-treatment 
assessment, on the other hand, requires strategies to improve 
interobserver agreement. The development of a database al-

lowing for prospective studies with a larger number of patients 
could be a first step on this path.
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